


TESLA MOTORS TREATS ITS EMPLOYEES
LIKE CRAP

Elon Musk's Tesla Employee Parking Is a Ni…
Elon Musk's Tesla is now America's most valued automaker, but
you'd never know it from his employee parking lots ... which look
like a total over-packed disaster zone. The Wall Street Journal ...
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Tesla has a parking nightmare for employee…
Tesla is facing a parking nightmare at its
company's parking lots in Fremont and the Palo Alto, California,
headquarters. The lots are severely overcrowded, it was reported
Tuesday.
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Behold the Tesla employees' parking lot, wh…
So, either Tesla doesn't care about employee parking for one
reason or another, or they deliberately have a small lot to
discourage car commuting, or the problem is with the people doing
the parking, not the parking lot.
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Tesla parking lot photos show how hard it is t…
Tesla employees have almost nowhere to park. According to a
recent article in The Wall Street Journal, finding a parking spot at
the Tesla factory car park in Fremont, California, is a daunting ...
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Tesla is having trouble managing its Fremont…
Tesla created an additional parking lot south of the factory and it
has a shuttle running all day to help the flow of cars in
the parking lot, but it looks like it can't keep up.
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Tesla's parking lot demonstrates the fundam…
Perhaps the most hilarious proof of his thesis is
the parking lot at Tesla headquarters, where the rapidly growing
company cannot accommodate all the cars that
its employees drive to work.
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Does anyone here know how to park? Bedla…
But Tesla's Fremont parking lot is not most parking lots.
Judging from the photos uploaded by the clever,
unnamed employee running the Tesla Parking Lot account, the
sprawling lot is the Wild West ...
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Tesla is stocking 'thousands' of Model 3's in …
Parking lots full of Tesla Model 3 vehicles have been spotted
around California in the past few days and Tesla naysayers and
shorts are framing the discoveries as the automaker stockpiling ...
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Elon Musk Has an Awkward Problem at Tesl…
Tesla parking lot At the Tesla factory 30 miles away in Fremont,
which has 6,000 employees over the course of various shifts
competing for 4,500 vehicle spaces, photos show parking is a
free-for-all.
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Tesla builds giant tent in parking lot to house…
Tesla builds giant tent in parking lot to house Model 3 production
... In a recent email to employees, Tesla CEO Elon Musk
(pictured) said 'radical improvements' are needed if the company
wants to ...
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Tesla Factory Employees Drive Some Surpri…
Tesla Factory Employees Drive Some Surprisingly Cool Cars.
A Tesla employee Instagrams bad parking at the company's
Fremont plant, and inadvertently reveals some cool cars.
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Tesla Motors' California car factory has a ma…
Employees at the electric car company's Fremont, Calif., plant
have been battling over parkingspots, often forcing people to get
creative on where they leave their car. Things have gotten so bad
...
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Parking at Tesla headquarters, factory in So…
Tesla employees say Elon Musk put out a memo that says he is
working on an electric pod car rollercoaster that would connect to
all the parking lots so that employees could travel around the ...
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Tesla Car Self Parking in Garage with No Dri…
If you enjoy our videos and are looking to purchase a Model S or
Model X. Please use our TeslaFamily Owner Referral Code to
save $1,000 on your purchase! Pl...
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Working at Tesla: 1,199 Reviews | Indeed.com
1,199 reviews from Tesla employees about Tesla culture,
salaries, benefits, work-life balance, management, job security,
and more. ... Tesla gave me a lot of valuable ...
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100 Workers Walk Out Of Tesla Gigafactory …
It's a slap in the face to Nevada workers to walk through
the parking lot at the job site and see all these license plates from
Arizona and New Mexico." ... Of Tesla Gigafactory Over Labor ...
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Behold the Tesla employees' parking lot, wh…
Behold the Tesla employees' parking lot, where parking space
lines are just a suggestion ... Behold
the Tesla employees' parking lot, where parking space lines are
...
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Tesla Gigafactory 1 expands with massive n…
Aerial photographs obtained by Teslarati have revealed
that Tesla's expansive new parking lot in Gigafactory 1 is
practically complete. ... a leaked email from CEO Elon Musk
to Tesla employees ...
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Tesla Factory parking lot is a hot mess, acco…
At least according to an Instagram account, helmed by an
anonymous Tesla Factory employee, the
Fremont employee lot it's a piping hot mess of
perpendicular parking, boxed-in cars, and other ...
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